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a Study in Light

Marist High School, Atlanta, GA
Architect: S/L/A/M Collaborative, Atlanta, GA
Installing contractor: SECO Architectural Systems, Snellville, GA
Profile: M-36 Panel
Color: Silver Metallic

“The M-36 panel is an interesting profile to use on
a building like this. It has deep shadow lines that
help add lightness and a horizontal feel.”

PAC-CLAD
M-36 Panel

Will Stelten, Architect, S/L/A/M Collaborative

Silver Metallic - Energy Star - Cool Color

CASE STUDY

See us at the AIA Expo - booth 2225

¬
PAC-CLAD.COM | IL: 1 800 PAC CLAD | MD: 1 800 344 1400 | TX: 1 800 441 8661 | GA: 1 800 272 4482 | MN: 1 877 571 2025
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BRING
YOUR
VISION.
®

SunGuard SNX 51/23

3 4

JOSH BOLTINHOUSE, AIA, LEED AP | LAMBERT ARCHITECTURE + CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
SNX 51/23 on #2

522 LADY STREET, COLUMBIA, SC
©2016 Guardian Industries | Guardian.com/commercial | 1.866.GuardSG (866.482.7374)

SEE US AT THE AIA SHOW

Interior

1 2

Exterior

“Our choice in glass opens up a historical
structure to highlight its character, while creating
a bright, comfortable, modern workplace.
SNX 51/23 delivers exceptional clarity and energy
performance, without unwanted tint or reflections.”
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More Light. Less Heat. Stunning Visual.
Introducing NEW Energy Select 23. Featuring a neutral blue reflected color,
50% visible light transmittance and 0.23 solar heat gain coefficient, this high
performing low-e glass lets natural light in, while keeping more heat out—
for maximum energy savings and indoor comfort. AGC provides just the right
solutions. For Every Code. For Every Region.

Visit us.agc.com to learn more, or email us at info@us.agc.com to request a sample.

Architectural | Interior | Residential
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Nick St. Denis

4

rchitects continue to design increasingly complex
facades and building envelopes, specifying unique
geometries and sizes of glass to serve a variety of
functions.
Meanwhile, building owners, developers and general contractors have sky-high expectations for speed,
cost and quality.
Additionally, more and more large-scale projects
are going up in dense urban developments, making
the jobs all that more complicated.
You’d think this would scare the heck out of the
contract glazing community. Turns out, it doesn’t.
The benefit for glaziers is two-fold: the more glass
being specified, the more glass there is to install.
And the more complex glass applications become,
the more valuable the glazing contractor is.
“Collaboration” is the buzzword in modernday construction and architecture, and the glazier
is key in getting a project off the ground properly—and just as importantly, minimizing potential
issues at installation.
Enclos’ Mic Patterson contends that the façade is
“generally the most complex and logistically demanding system in a contemporary building project.”
Because if this, it’s important to involve the
glazier as early in the process as possible. Of course,
contract types and processes vary depending on
whether it’s integrated project delivery (IPD), designassist, etc. But the theme is consistant: collaboration.
That’s not to say it goes without challenges.
The increased responsibility that comes with
more involvement in things such as engineering and
load calculations means more up-front work for the
façade contractor. In turn, the contractor has to dedicate more time and resources.
“Many think that design-assist, for example, is
about inviting the façade contractor in early and
getting them to do as much free work as possible,”
Patterson says. “Collaborative delivery processes
such as IPD and design-assist do not make the
work easier or cheaper, and they are no simple
panacea for complexity.”
The point being: glaziers offer huge value to the
design team, but that value must be understood.
That was the topic of a new Architects’ Guide to
Glass & Metal section called “The Last Word,”
which you can find at the end of this issue.
Enjoy the magazine, and if there’s one take-away,
let it be this: collaborate and appreciate. AGG
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Heat-Strengthened vs. Fully Tempered

Recommended Applications for Heat-Treated Glass

he glass industry has offered heat-treated architectural glass since the 1930s. The process involves
uniformly heating glass close to its softening temperature and then cooling it rapidly and uniformly. This results in the development of surface compressive stresses, thus increasing the strength of
the glass. Heat-treated glass is used in many of
today’s architectural glazing applications where
increased strength to resist glass breakage is
desired. Vision and spandrel areas of buildings as
well as building entrances, glass railings and
balustrades, and other applications where public
safety is a priority, are common examples.

Types of Heat-Treated Glass

There are two types: heat-strengthened and fully
tempered. Both are produced by heating and cooling the glass, but the rate of cooling determines
whether the final product is heat-strengthened or
fully tempered. A generally accepted rule is that
heat-strengthened glass has approximately twice the
breakage strength of annealed glass of the same
thickness, and fully tempered glass has approximately four times the breakage strength of annealed
glass. Because of the high internal stresses in both
types, all fabrication including cutting, hole-drilling,
notching or edge treatment must be performed
prior to heat-treating the glass.

Reasons for Heat-Treating

Glass is heat-treated to increase strength to resist
externally applied loads. External loads include
windloads and snowloads as well as thermal stresses
induced by the sun’s radiant energy. In many
instances, combinations of these loads must be
considered during the design process.
Fully tempered glass that complies with ANSI and
CPSC is recognized as a safety glazing material.
Federal, state, and local laws, as well as national
building codes, require safety glazing wherever
human impact is probable. When broken by impact,
fully tempered glass breaks into small particles,
reducing the potential for serious personal injury.
Glass strength is reduced significantly by glass
edge damage or poor edge quality. For heat-treated
glass, glass edge damage and/or poor edge quality
6
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by Erin Fletcher

can offset or negate the entire benefit of heat-treatment; therefore, care must be taken through all
steps of the fabrication and installation processes
to keep the glass free of damage.

Pros and Cons

The design professional must carefully consider
the performance and breakage characteristics of
heat-strengthened and fully tempered glass before
selecting or specifying either type. While both
increase resistance to windloads, snowloads and
thermal stress, each has its unique positives.
Heat-strengthened glass tends to remain in the
frame until removed and virtually eliminates the
risk of spontaneous breakage. Fully tempered
glass, meanwhile, may be fabricated to meet safety
glazing requirements.
One negative both types share is an increased
level of optical distortion compared to annealed
glass. A con unique to heat-strengthened glass is that
it’s not a safety glazing product unless laminated.
Fully tempered glass has a negative, too. If broken, small particles, or clusters of particles, or even
the majority of the lite, may easily fall out of the
frame. Spontaneous breakage is also possible.

Alternatives

In some instances, increasing the thickness of
annealed glass may be sufficient to meet certain uniform windload or snowload requirements without
the need to heat-treat the glass. It is strongly recommended that a comprehensive wind/snowload analysis and thermal stress analysis be conducted before
making a final design decision. In addition, monolithic lites of annealed glass of any thickness will not
meet safety glazing requirements and may not provide adequate thermal stress breakage protection.
Laminated glass is an alternative. It is a requirement for overhead glazing and should be considered
for applications where glass fallout is a concern.
Heat-strengthened laminated glass has a number of advantages, including reduced sound transmission and compliance with safety glazing
requirements. One con is an increased level of

continued on page 8
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G l a s s Te c h
optical distortion due to multiple lites of heattreated glass. Also, exposed edges will show layers
versus a clean, monolithic edge.
Fully tempered laminated glass, meanwhile, has
improved glass retention and also reduces sound
transmission. If both lites break, though, there is
a possibility the entire laminate will fall from the
opening.

R-VALUE ADDED
WHEN YOU ARE TRYING TO ADD ENERGY
EFFICIENCY, OUR VALUE IS IN THE R-VALUE.
For new and retrofit projects, Mapes-R and Mapes-R+
rabbet edge panels add to the aesthetic appeal of
any building and have an R-value up to 27.79.

800-228-2391 WWW.MAPES.COM
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Guidelines for Typical Glazing Applications

Architectural glazing applications use glass as
part of an overall finished product or glazing system. Whether that is a wall system, overhead or
sloped glazing system, railing system, impact-rated
system, etc., it is important that all of the components, including the glass itself, are designed with
the system in mind so that the finished product
works as intended. There is no substitute for
proper glass design, physical testing, proper fabrication and proper installation. All of these systems must take into account both the structural
performance and aesthetic characteristics. Prior to
making final design decisions, structural integrity
of the system needs to be verified by a design professional. These guidelines are general in nature.
Vertical glazing: For vision and spandrel applications above the ground floor, heat-strengthened glass
typically is recommended for the exterior lite of an
insulating glass unit if the annealed glass is not strong
enough to resist windload and/or thermal stresses.
For fire break-out panels or other smoke evacuation
applications, fully tempered glass is recommended or
required. For any safety glazing application, fully tempered or laminated glass must be used.
Overhead or sloped glazing: When specifying
insulating glass for sloped or overhead glazing applications, heat-strengthened laminated glass typically
is recommended for the interior lite facing the public space. Heat-strengthened or fully tempered glass
may be used for the exterior, outward facing lite.
Doors, entrances or other safety glazing applications: Fully tempered or laminated glass that
meets ANSI or CPSC specifications is required.
Balcony railings or other applications where
fallout is a concern: Glass used in a handrail,
guardrail or a guard section must be laminated.
Heat-strengthened or fully tempered laminated
glass is required to provide increased resistance to
windloads, thermal stress and impact. According to
the CPSC, the only exception is, “Single fully tempered glass complying with Category II of CPSC 16
CFR Part 1201 or Class A of ANSI Z97.1 shall be
permitted to be used in handrails and guardrails
where there is no walking surface beneath them or
the walking surface is permanently protected from
the risk of falling glass.” AGG
Erin Fletcher is the director of marketing and
communications for the Glass Association of North
America in Topeka, Kan.
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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Fireframes® fire-rated framing from Technical Glass Products is uniquely suited to help your
designs stand out. The narrow profiles reveal a world of possibilities. Choose from the sleek
designer series, heat barrier, hardwood, curtain wall, silicone glazed curtain wall, custom
aluminum and even a fire-rated floor system. Fireframes products can be integrated with
Pilkington Pyrostop® glass for impact resistance and a 2-hour fire-rating.
Ready to go beyond the expected?
Get to know Fireframes at fireglass.com/fireframes

fireglass.com | 800.426.0279

© 2016 Technical Glass Products. UL and the UL logo are trademarks of UL LLC. Pilkington Pyrostop is a registered trademark of Pilkington plc. Technical Glass Products, One Source. Many
Solutions, Fireglass and Fireframes are registered trademarks of Technical Glass Products. Photography: Heidi Gumula – DBVW Architects.
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Industry Outlook: Glass Usage

Where’s All the Glazing Going?

Glass Usage Growing with Nonresidential Construction

y early indications, construction growth will
continue through this coming year—and that
means more glass for architects to specify.
Dodge Data & Analytics predicts that total
U.S. construction starts for 2016 will rise 6 percent to $712 billion, following gains of 9 percent
in 2014 and an estimated 13 percent in 2015.
According to Dodge, nonresidential plateaued
in 2015, but will re-gain momentum this year. The

Square Footage of Glass used in
U.S. Commercial Buildings – Offices

Square Footage of Glass used in
U.S. Commercial Buildings – Stores
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Square Footage of Glass used in
U.S. Institutional – Educational Buildings

segment will see gains of 9 percent, led by office
and institutional construction. Residential—led by
multifamily—will be up 16 percent.
USGlass magazine, sister publication of Architects’
Guide to Glass & Metal, also projects increases on the
horizon for commercial construction, according to
its fifth annual glass usage forecast.
Commercial office building construction in particular is poised to see significant growth as 2016
rolls on. This segment is expected to see 22 million
square feet of glass usage—a 17.3-percent increase
compared to 18.75 million square feet in 2015.
Store construction is forecast to see a 16.7-percent increase in glass usage, from 69.5 million
square feet in 2015 to 80.5 million in 2016.
Glass usage in hotel construction is predicted to
see nearly a 5-percent increase compared to 2015,
from 10.2 million to 10.7 million square feet.
Two institutional segments, educational and
amusement and recreation, will also likely see gains.
Glass usage in educational facilities should be nearly 13 million square feet, a 9.2-percent increase
compared to last year. Also, data forecasts amusement and recreation to be at 6.4 million square feet
of glass usage, up 16.4 percent compared to 2015.
Glass used in store construction will be up
more than 9 percent to 30 million square feet,
compared to 27.5 million in 2015. AGG

Square Footage of Glass used in
U.S. Commercial Buildings – Hotels

Square Footage of Glass Usage,
Percent Increases by Construction Segment
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DORMA has been a market
leader of innovative access
solutions for more than 100
years. DORMA’s full range of
products and services provides
safety, comfort, and convenience
to enable better buildings.

Non-Profit Conference Center
Washington, DC
Gensler Architects
Pivoting door glass office front with
Universal Patch Fittings, concealed
overhead RTS88 Closers, concealed
Dri-Fit® Glazing and U-channels,
and TG138 Ladder Pulls

Opening & Closing

Securing

Dividing

Premium Access Solutions and Services
Architects and designers never have to look far for the help they need, thanks to DORMA’s extensive network of professional staff.
For comprehensive project support, call 844.SPECNOW (844-773-2669).
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With Fast
Lead Times, Glass
Installers Find Their ‘Grove’

Photos: Monica Molinaro – Giroux Glass

he project team at The Grove Nike store in
Los Angeles had to go fast—with or without the
running shoes.
L.A.-based contract glazier Giroux Glass was
tasked with installing 5,200 square feet of glass
for a variety of applications in just two weeks.
The store’s centrally located elevator needed glass
on three sides and another glass stand-off wall
that spanned three stories on the fourth side.
The renovation also included new glass railings.
The deadline Giroux was up against was a strict
one—the store’s September 10 grand opening.
“Due to manpower and the willingness of our
awesome crew to work Saturday, Sunday and over
Labor Day weekend, we were able to finish just
in time,” says project manager Karin Scattolon.
During peak times, Giroux had 12 installers split
up the three different tasks.
Giroux Glass had just two weeks to install 5,200
square feet of glass on the interior of a new highend Nike store in Los Angeles.
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Glass lead time was a challenge, as well,
though Giroux worked closely with its fabricators to get it done. Santa Fe Springs,
Calif.-based GlasPro was the main supplier. Accurate Glass, Novum Glass and
Triview Glass were also involved.
Giroux first started with the three sides
of the elevator, which consisted of ¼-inch
Pilkington Mirrorpane laminated with ¼inch PPG Solargrey. After a few days, the
team began on the stand-off wall, and
three days before the opening, it started to
install the glass for the stair guardrail.
The stand-off wall was a key challenge
of the project. The glass is fastened to
posts using custom-made spider fittings
and stand-offs.
“It was time-consuming to lift the panels in place, adjust and align in consideration of the short time frame,” says
Scattolon.
TVA Architects, based in Portland, Ore.,
designed the project with Nike for general
contractor David A Nice Builders Inc., out
of Williamsburg, Va. TVA associate Erik
Dorsett says the city of Los Angeles requires
special testing for certain assemblies, often
related to seismic considerations. This particular assembly was not immune.
It had to undergo testing from a third
party, which issued a report to the city.
Then, a Los Angeles City Research Report
(LARR) number was issued so the glass
could be installed.
That number stays on file with the
municipality and is specific to the thicknesses, measurements and fabrication
attributes of the glass and assembly. While
Giroux didn’t participate in the design phase, it
did advise the architect in acquiring the LARR
number.
Giroux was invited to bid on the project in
February 2015 and was awarded the job in April.
According to Dorsett, the project began in late
2013, though it was delayed significantly due to
conditions of the lease.
He says that like most of the Nike renovation
projects TVA has worked on, the retail space was
Spring 2016
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essentially gutted. Much of the glass on the elevator replaced metal mesh, so the project team
removed all of it and built upon the existing
framework.
The store also added new 14-foot-high folding
doors by Solar Innovations. “Those are pretty
nifty,” says Dorsett. A glass railing terrace sits
above the entrance portal.

continued on page 14
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Glass on the project
included railings,
the exterior of an
elevator shaft and a
large stand-off wall
that features a
mural of athletes
printed with small
logos.
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New York City is
no stranger to
structural glazing,
as high-end retail
locations such as
the H&M flagship
store use the
technology.

14

h

igh-end retail is a major consumer of structural
glazing, which has become a staple in New York
City’s flagship store sector.
The Apple cube in Manhattan may be the most
recognizable, but plenty of other examples are
located throughout the area, such as the H&M
flagship store on 5th Avenue. White Plains, N.Y.based Taylor Architects designed the project, and
Eckersley O’ Callaghan (EOC), located in New
York, provided facade engineering services.
The main entrance facade is four stories tall
and uses glass fins to maximize the building’s
transparency.
Additionally, EOC worked closely with the
lighting engineer to develop a light box system in
a rain screen wall for the opaque cladding elements. “[P]articular attention is paid to the glass
specification and surface treatments to attain a
unified appearance between the opaque and

www.glassguides.com
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Big Apple Loves Big Structural Glass

transparent glazed systems,” according to information from EOC.
The project called for large glass, and the
builders didn’t have to look far to find it.
Collingwood, Ontario-based Architectural Glass
of North America (Agnora) supplied large lites
for the job.
“Many of the projects we’re involved in use
structural glazing,” says Agnora’s Kevin Nash.
“Big glass tends to be desired and applicable for
upscale applications where they want the exterior streamlined appearance that you get with
structural glazing.”
Agnora worked with Mistral Architectural
Metal and Glazing and EOC on the project,
which consisted of three heavily fabricated components.
One key element, according to Nash, was
“large, ‘squarish’-shape insulating glass units.”
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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“Larger-size units required thicker glass,” he
says. “This was compounded by the ‘trampoline’
effect of the almost-square sizes, which we
reviewed for wind load and deflection concerns. These two design elements meant that the
insulating units’ configuration had thicker glass
components achieved via lamination.”
The lamination also adds the inherent benefit
of safety and security, in addition to curtailing
the fading effects of the damaging ultra-violet
spectrum of light.
Another element of the façade is a set of tripleply vertical glass fins that span up to 23 feet tall.
“These provided support for deflection and
added to the design intent of full height transparency,” says Nash.
The third key element was LED backlit laminated glass with a white interlayer. “These lami-

Spring 2016
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nates ‘frame’ the façade viewing glass and with
backlighting make the building ‘glow’ at night,”
he says.
Like most projects using large glass, the thick
and heavy elements required specialized labor
and equipment for install, and corresponding
engineering and hardware fit to handle the size
and weight. AGG
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Lamination for the
large glass lites was
critical to alleviate
concerns about
wind-load and
deflection.
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Sounding
the Alarm

What You Need to
Know About FireRated Glass
by Nick St. Denis

Photo: Safti First

f

ire-rated glass has undergone major developments in recent years, resulting in many new considerations for architects and designers.
Experts in the fire-rated glass industry shared
with Architects’ Guide to Glass and Metal exactly
what they want architects to understand about
the product.
Their collective message: don’t be left in the dark.

Fire-rated glazing
can serve a variety
of functions, something the industry is
trying to make the
design community
more aware of.
16

Up to the Task(s)

As projects become more complex, so do glazing applications.
Tim Nass, vice president of national sales at
Brisbane, Calif.-based Safti First, says the majority
of projects his company is involved with are multifunctional. The fire-rated application is partnered
with another critical performance requirement.
“The designers and specifiers know they have a

www.glassguides.com
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code requirement, but the building they are
designing has a primary function, and the expectation is that the code-driven products fall into
lockstep with the non-rated,” says Nass. “Firerated is still relatively new, and they are aware of
products that meet the fire-rated aspect, but they
are unaware of whether our products have been
tested for other specific applications.”
Manufacturers stress that these performance
criteria can, in fact, be met on multiple levels.
“While its primary purpose will always be to satisfy fire- and life-safety codes, it’s almost always possible to select a product that does more than simply
protect against the spread of fire,” says Jeff Razwick,
president of Technical Glass Products, located in
Snoqualmie, Wash. “Whether it’s enhanced energy
efficiency, bullet- or impact-resistance, or protection
against high winds and wind-borne debris, many of
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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“The desire to have these
code-driven products blend
seamlessly into their
overall design is
paramount. We are always
looking for ways to
minimize the compromise
on the part of the design
team/owner.”
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New technological developments in fire-rated
glass have allowed the product to be implemented in more unique ways than ever before.

Tim Nass, Safti First

Two More Things to Consider
Fire-Protective Isn’t Fire-Resistive

today’s products offer a range of performance and
design benefits that can go a long way to supporting what the building team wants to accomplish.”
Razwick adds that the broad functional value
of these products can help offset cost concerns
design teams may have.
“For example, while it may be cheaper upfront
to use concrete in a floor separation that calls for a
two-hour, fire-resistant barrier to heat, fire-rated
glass floor systems have the one-of-a-kind ability to
let in daylight and create a sense of openness while
providing critical compartmentation,” he says.
“Electing to use fire-rated glazing products like this
can also help reduce lighting loads and improve
occupant comfort, so it’s an investment that more
design teams are finding pays off in the long run.”

continued on page 18

Spring 2016

Grace Graff, western regional sales manager at Vetrotech Saint-Gobain North
America, says the most important part of understanding fire-rated products is
distinguishing between fire-protective and fire-resistive.
“Fire-protective-rated products are meant to protect against smoke, flame and
gas,” she says. “While they do still let the heat through, these products, such as
ceramic fire-rated glass, have a high resistance to thermal shock and will
remain in the opening during the fire.
“Fire-resistive products offer higher protection for areas that require higher
minute ratings and protection against radiant heat. These intumescent laminated
or intumescent gel units actually absorb the heat of the fire to keep the unexposed side below 250 degrees so that occupants can exit safely.”

Choosing Safety Over Savings

Jeff Razwick, president of Technical Glass Products, says that during the
design and specification process, architects shouldn’t compromise on product
quality when fire and life safety are on the line.
“It’s crucial to take the time to evaluate whether the product you are specifying
meets all required fire tests, and to see if it has any special requirements, limitations or exclusions that may impact the building’s safety,” he says. “For example,
fire-rated glazing may provide the necessary fire rating, but only protect against
fire from one side of the glass. This has the potential to compromise the life safety
of building occupants if a fire starts on the non-protected side of glass. Since
even slight performance alterations like this can weaken a building’s benefits, it’s
important to think beyond upfront material costs and choose safety over savings.”
www.glassguides.com
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Sounding the Alarm

continued from page 17

Auburn, Wash., says some code requirements
accept a variety of different frames for an opening, while others provide limited options.
“Protective-rated openings have more options
when it comes to frames,” she says. “As these
allow heat through and have lower minute ratings, products such as ceramic and specialty tempered glass can go into fire-rated hollow metal,
fire-rated steel, different door lite kits and several
other options. Fire-resistive-rated openings, on the
other hand, are meant to block against radiant
heat and meet either ASTM E119 or ‘temperature
rise’ requirements for doors. In this instance, the
intumescent glass products must go in their manufacturer’s thermally broken frame assembly per
its testing and listing. Fire-rated openings also
often require the use of intumescent gaskets and
intumescent glazing tape to protect against autoignition amongst the materials.”

Photo: TGP

There to Help

Fire-rated glazing
manufacturers
embrace the idea of
working closely with
architects to help
projects meet various
performance criteria
and cost constraints.

18

A Barrier to Fire, Not Design

In its early stages, fire-rated glazing failed to
provide architects the sleek, clean lines and open
expanses of non-rated glazing systems. Today’s
products have overcome these limitations.
“The clarity, size and optical quality of fire-rated
glazing has improved dramatically over the last
decade, and architects now have a wide range of versatile fire-rated framing options at their disposal,”
says Razwick. “Fire-rated frames are much thinner
than in years past, and they can incorporate custom
cover caps and surface finishes to match surrounding curtainwall and door applications. Some
advanced options even make it possible for design
teams to achieve the smooth, frame-free aesthetic of
non-rated silicone-glazed curtainwall systems.”
“The desire to have these code-driven products
blend seamlessly into their overall design is paramount,” adds Nass. “We are always looking for
ways to minimize the compromise on the part of
the design team/owner.” He says a variety of finishes, glass types and other custom options can
help architects and specifiers achieve a seamless
design between the rated and non-rated systems.
Grace Graff, western regional sales manager at
Vetrotech Saint-Gobain North America in
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Architects are often operating under a strict
budget. Nass says after manufacturers assist them
in selecting the appropriate product to meet the
code requirements, they look at options such as
configuration, finish and glass types to keep the
project on track financially.
Graff says that when the project is over budget,
fire-rated products are among the first to be
reviewed. However, manufacturers can assist with
specific modifications that can help save money
and maintain the original design intent.
“For example, in resistive-rated openings, the
intumescent products can sometimes be installed
with the use of continuous steel iron angles and
still be thermally broken, therefore eliminating
the cost of the fire-rated framing,” she says. “In
some cases, it is a minor adjustment in dimensions that can make all the difference. Reaching
out to these resources will benefit everyone
involved, as they want to keep their product on
the project and you want to find ways to minimize cost without having to sacrifice design.”
Razwick agrees that this collaboration is good
for both sides.
“In many instances, these partnerships prove
beneficial for both parties, as new fire-rated glazing
products are often born from conversations about
a product that does not yet exist,” he says. AGG
Nick St. Denis is the editor of Architects’
Guide to Glass & Metal. He can be reached at
nstdenis@glass.com.
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Temperatures as low as -47°F.
Wind speeds up to 40 mph.
Snow loads as heavy as 32 lbs. per sq. ft.
23 Years and still going strong!
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Super Spacer® received recognition of
“the most significant spacer/IG product
of 2015” by DWM Magazine.

Built in 1992, the Royal Alexandra Hospital Atrium in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada,
consists of insulating glass units made with 43,500 ft. of silicone Super Spacer®.
“Super Spacer was the only system that gave us the condensation resistance and structural
strength we required.” — Pat Taylor, facilities manager

Super Spacer®

Insulating glass edged with
satisfies the toughest demands
Manufacturing benefits:

Performance benefits:

Control over pricing & cost savings; keep your profit in-house

Passes the toughest industry tests (ASTM 2190; EN 1279)

Ease and speed of rework; no need to hold up shipment of
your windows waiting for a truck to deliver an IG replacement

Spacer systems with over 25 years proven field performance

Ability to use the latest technology in low-e and spacer
systems, without being tied to one
Good /Better/Best scenarios by using multiple spacers
Peace of mind that you have the correct argon-fill percentage
Desiccant filled with pre-applied adhesive for bonding to
the glass with a vapor barrier backing
Significantly improves production efficiency
Multiple equipment solutions for manual, semi, and fullyautomated application

Dramatically reduces seal failure and stress crack callbacks
Over stainless steel box spacer, Super Spacer*:
Improves condensation resistance by over 39%
Improves sightline temperature by over 25%
Improves U-Value by over 5%
Provides the lowest conductivity; resists heat flow at a rate
of 1500 times more than that of aluminum spacer
Quanex’s Super Spacer contains NO-Metal and is one of
the most thermally efficient IG spacers available in the
market today
Ability to reach ENERGY STAR® with a non-metal spacer

Marketing and Technical Service support

Whether you choose to make your own IG or to purchase from an excellent Super Spacer IG
wholesaler, the benefits and performance are undeniable.

At Quanex, our business is making your business better.
www.Quanex.com
*Simulations performed by Enermodal Engineering Ltd. using Window 5.2 and Therm 5.2 as per NFRC100-2001. Outside temp. 0°F, inside temp.
70°F. Low-E glass is Cardinal Low-e2 272. All air spaces are .500” wide, IGUs are 24” x 48”. [Test Reports EIG906w, EIG10005, EIG10009w]
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Glass to Make Strong Statement at
AIA Show in Historic Philadelphia
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Booth #4257 –
Make a Selection

AGC Glass Company will showcase a
broad selection of flat glass and high-performance coated glass for commercial,
interior and residential applications.
The emphasis, however, will be on
the Energy Select range of low-E glass
for commercial applications, including
the company’s newest high-performance
coating, Energy Select 23, which
debuted in late 2015.
AGC will participate in the Expo
Chat Program, allowing architects to
earn credits while they are at the show.
→ www.us.agc.com
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he Liberty Bell, Independence Hall, the Rocky
Statue and an iconic City Hall are just a few of the
many things to see year round in Philadelphia.
But in May, much attention in the city will shift to
the show floor of the America Institute of Architects’
(AIA) National Convention 2016, which will take place
from the 19th through the 21st at the Pennsylvania
Convention Center.
There will be plenty of exhibitors from the glass and
glazing industry who will showcase their latest developments, including new glass technologies, glazing systems, daylighting solutions and more. Here are some
products at the show that you won’t want to miss.

Energy ratings for the product can be obtained
via the National Fenestration Rating Council
component modeling approach. Suntuitive is also
a safety glass that provides forced entry protection, improved acoustics and 100-percent UV
light blockage for protection of interiors, according to the company.
→ www.suntuitive.com

Booth #4050 – Put Up Your Guard

Guardian will feature its newest offering for
commercial applications, SunGuard CrystalBlue
glass. It is available coated and uncoated and provides architects with a solution for high visible

Booth #2601 –
To Tint or Not to Tint

Suntuitive thermochromic glass will be on display at the Pleotint booth. The glass is a sustainable product that uses heat from direct sunlight
to change the light transmittance of the glass
when necessary. It provides solar heat gain control without limiting visible light or view.
light transmission with a soft, neutral blue color.
Architects can also see Guardian’s UltraClear
low-iron glass, which elevates light transmission
without the green tint of standard glass.
According to the company, the versatile glass can
be used on interiors and allows designers to create bright and open spaces via walls, railings, display cases and more.
Both glasses can be combined with various
SunGuard low-E coatings for exteriors.
→ www.guardianinglass.com

continued on page 22
20
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continued from page 20

Booth #3831 – Lots to See

PPG will highlight Solarban 90 glass, incorporating its triple-silver coating technology, along
with Duranar, Duranar Ultra-Cool and Duranar
Vari-Cool liquid coatings, and Duranar and
Coraflon powder coatings.

The company will also have alliance partner
products on display, such as bird-safe AviProtek
with Solarban glass by Walker Glass and OpaciCoat-300 spandrel glass coatings by ICD High
Performance Coatings. Visitors can collect fan
decks for paint and view PPG’s online specification tools including digital binders, apps, color
selectors and PPG Glass eView.
→ www.ppgideascapes.com

Photo: Bill Horsman Photography, courtesy of Wausau Window and Wall Systems.

Booth #2119 – On Fire

22

The company will also feature hurricane glazing, bullet-resistant products, polished and unpolished fire-rated glass ceramics, fire-rated framing,
floors/skylights and doors that are fire-rated for
up to three hours. All Vetrotech fire-rated products are UL-listed and meet LEED product credit
requirements.
→ www.vetrotechusa.com

Booth #2031 – For the Birds

Walker Textures will exhibit its bird collision
deterrence program. The program includes
AviProtek, the basic bird-friendly solution with
acid-etched patterns on surface 1, and AviProtek
T, the least-visible No. 1 surface bird-friendly glass
solution on the market, according to Walker.

Vetrotech Saint-Gobain North America will
showcase its new Keralite fire-rated glass ceramic
products in extended sizes. Keralite Standard,
Keralite Privacy and Keralite Select fire-rated glass
sheets are now available for tall sidelights, large
transoms and oversized wall openings.

extrusions

Booth #1143 – Get in Line

Linetec will feature its thermally improved
curved extrusions, which are finished and fully warrantied. The company’s new processes offer a full
pour-and-debridge of radius material, both structural and non-structural, and a fully crimped thermal strut system.
According to the company, there are no restrictions to the degree of curvature, and finishes may
be specified in liquid paint, powder coat or anodize.
→ www.linetec.com

www.glassguides.com
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The company will also show AviProtek E,
which combines acid-etch visual markers on position 1 with Solarban high-performance low-E
coatings from PPG on position 2. Its Transition
product line, featuring custom acid-etched gradient effects on glass, will be featured as well.
→ www.walkerglass.com

continued on page 24
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STRIKING THE IDEAL BALANCE
OF DESIGN FREEDOM &
LONG TERM PERFORMANCE.

SIKA® FACADE SYSTEM SOLUTIONS.
Sika® high-tech facade solutions allow architects to thrive on freedom of design – on bold, enlightened
solutions that fascinate the eye. Curtain walls are a particularly complicated challenge for planners,
because they not only set the character of the structure, but must also meet stringent performance
requirements. Sika® Facade Systems product line of engineered silicone structural adhesives and sealants,
are the very design tools that enable curtain wall construction to meet those demands. To learn more
about our wide range of fully tested, leading edge facade products, give us a call at 1.800.688.7452 or
visit our web site, www.sikausa.com/FFI.
Follow us on

SEE US AT THE AIA SHOW
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continued from page 22
windows

Booth #2113 –
Time to Renovate

JE Berkowitz (JEB) will feature its
Renovate by Berkowitz (RbB) system and
3Seal warm-edge spacer. The RbB retrofit
system seals a factory-made insulating
glass unit to the existing monolithic
glass. The 3Seal spacer’s triple-seal design
includes quality PIB application, a structural acrylic adhesive minimizing PIB
migration and two-part silicone.
According to JEB, the 3Seal spacer
reduces sealant stress, maximizes heatflow resistance, improves glass edge surface temperature and condensation resistance, and promotes sound attenuation.
→ www.rbbwindow.com

Booth #2639 – A Family Affair

Kawneer Co. will join Reynobond architectural
panels and Traco windows to demonstrate a range
of solutions, including high-performing architectural aluminum systems, windows, window walls
and innovative cladding alternatives.
In addition to product highlights, the exhibit

daylighting

Booth #1922 – Lots of Light

Major Industries will showcase its expanding line
of daylighting options and will unveil a new product
line. It will also focus on the unique design and performance benefits of mixed glazed systems—skylights, wall systems and adapter panels that allow for
the integration of different glazing materials, such as
glass and translucent panels, into one system.
→ www.majorskylights.com
will feature interactive museum stations that
showcase how all products work together to provide solutions for the whole building façade.
Highlights also include a continuing education
theatre session presentation, “Introduction to
Aluminum Commercial Entries.”
→ www.kawneer.com

Booth #2429 – A Passive Approach

Kolbe will feature its Teutonic Series doors and
windows that were recently evaluated by the
Passive House Institute US (PHIUS).
PHIUS-recommended products in certain climate zones include Teutonic fixed and tilt-turn
windows, and tilt-and-slide doors. Kolbe’s PHIUScertified offerings also include Ultra Series
extruded aluminum-clad products, and VistaLuxe
Collection extruded aluminum-clad products.
→ www.kolbe-kolbe.com

panels

continued on page 26

Booth #3852 - R-Value Added

24

Mapes Panels will display three of its infill glazing products,
including MapeShape. This panel creates a flush appearance with
the exterior face of a framing system while increasing its insulating value.
Also showcased will be Mapes-R+, an insulating infill panel
that can be up to four inches thick and glazed into any standard
pocket. According to the company, this can increase the R-value of
the panel by up to 300 percent. Additionally Mapes will display its
insulating spandrel glass panel MapeSpan.
→ www.mapes.com
www.glassguides.com
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Pilkington Optiwhite™
low iron glass

Pilkington OptiView™
    

With Pilkington OptiwhiteTM and
Pilkington OptiViewTM, the possibilities are endless.
Whatever you have in mind for your next ambitious project, you should have Pilkington Special Applications
Glass in mind too. Pilkington Optiwhite™ is so versatile, it can be used in a wide range of applications.
Our extra clear, low-iron float glass is virtually colorless and has excellent light transmission, making it the
ideal choice for applications where glass edges are visible or where transparency and purity of color are
desired. Pilkington OptiView™ has anti-reflective and UV blocking properties which make it perfect for any
display, showroom or storefront applications. Pilkington OptiView™ also minimizes visible light reflectance
to less than 2 percent.
1.800.221.0444

l

buildingproducts.pna@nsg.com

l

www.pilkington.us
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continued from page 24

Booth #1139 –
Flushed Away

railings

Booth #839 – It’s Easy

Q-railing will present its Easy
Glass Max. The system is ideal for
stadiums, airports and shopping centers due to its light but strong composition, according to the company.
Easy Glass Max provides a selection of four different base shoes—two for
the top and two for the fascia mount. All four install directly onto concrete without the need for steel construction.
→ www.q-railing.com

Booth #1849 –
Get Innovative

→

The G3 Narrow Lite folding glass wall
system is among the several products
Solar Innovations Inc. will display. The
system features the narrowest vertical
sight lines in the industry, according to
the company.
The company will also offer a window
wall utilizing its G2 International
Window System. The G2 International
frame allows awning, casement, tilt-turn,
fixed, and a variety of window operations to be incorporated into one system
and still maintain a consistent sightline.
In addition, there will be a no-poststacking glass wall, featuring the company’s wood clad system.
www.solarinnovations.com

Tubelite Inc. is introducing its INT45 interior
flush glaze framing as an
extension of its 4500
Series storefront framing.
The system incorporates
standard aluminum storefront
with metal stud and drywall systems. Specialized adapters allow the
INT45’s frames to be installed before or
after the drywall, covering the end of the
stud wall and helping meet fast-track construction schedules, according to the company.
Perimeter trim members are pre-applied on one
side of the 4.5-inch frame opening.
Gaskets accommodate 0.25-inch to -0.5-inch
glass thicknesses.
→ www.tubeliteinc.com

insulation

Booth #1731 – Going Dow-n

Among the latest innovations Dow Corning
will highlight is its thin, high-performance insulation that helps increase thermal performance and
address thermal bridging problems in new or
existing buildings.

storefront

Booth #1339 – What’s in Store

→
26

CRL-U.S. Aluminum is showing its
newly launched ArcticFront Series 45X
Storefront, which features dual
polyurethane thermal break points. The
center-glazed system features a 2-by-4½-inch
thermal frame and has been tested for thermal performance and air leakage per
AAMA 1503/507 and ASTM E283,
respectively.
The NFRC-rated storefront can produce
U-factors ranging from 0.37 using 1-inch
low-E insulating glass to as low as 0.19
using specially configured insulated glass
units, according to the company.
www.crl-arch.com

www.glassguides.com
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The company’s HPI-1000 Building Insulation
Blanket is a flexible insulation material that uses
silicon-based aerogel technology. According to the
company, it is ideal for insulating tough connection points in building envelopes.
→ www.dowcorning.com AGG
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Don’t become a thing of the past.

In a rapidly changing market environment you need a building envelope supplier with products that meet
the highest industry performance standards and integrated tools for estimating through fabrication.
Find out how you’ll work better with us:
www.schuco-usa.com/work-better
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You’re Invited to Architects’ Forum™
June 2, 2016, Seattle
by Ellen Rogers

eattle is a great location for glass. From the
modern lines of the city’s public library, to the
crisp transparency of the Chihuly Garden &
Glass Exhibition Hall, and the environmental
innovation of the Bullitt Center, it’s easy to see
there’s love for glass and architecture. Now the
area’s architectural community has an opportunity to learn even more about the development and

Architects’ Forum 2016
Schedule-at-a-Glance (tentative)
Thursday, June 2, 2016

8:30 – 9:30 a.m.
9:30 – 9:45 a.m.
9:45 – 10:45 a.m.

Earn up to

5 CEUs

Registration Open
Welcome
The Evolution of Glass & High Performance Coatings,
presented by Guardian Industries
10:45 - 11:45 a.m. Fire-Rated Glass & Framing 101, presented by
Technical Glass Products
11:45 a.m. – 12 p.m. Coffee break – Sponsored by Dow Corning and
SageGlass
12 – 1 p.m.
Air Barrier Systems: Silicone Solutions to Reduce
Building Air Infiltration, presented by Dow Corning
1 – 2:30 p.m.
Lunch – sponsored by ICD High Performance Coatings
2:30 – 3:30 p.m.
Introduction to Dynamic Glazing (102), presented by
SageGlass
3:30-4:30 p.m.
How Structural Silicone Spacers Contribute to
Sustainable Window Design
4:30 – 4:45 p.m.
Coffee break – sponsored by Dow Corning and
SageGlass
4:45 – 5:30 p.m.
Panel Discussion with Speakers
5:30 p.m.
Glass Expo Pacific Northwest™ Trade Show and
Cocktail Party
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changes shaping glass and glazing materials.
Sponsored by the Architects’ Guide to Glass &
Metal magazine, Architects’ Forum™ 2016 is set
to take place June 2 at the Hyatt Regency
Bellevue in Bellevue, Wash., in suburban Seattle.
The daylong event is free for architects and
includes sessions focused extensively on the
changes and developments in architectural glass.
Attendees can earn multiple continuing education credits, all in one convenient location.
In addition, the event features several networking opportunities. These include coffee
breaks, lunch sponsored by ICD High
Performance Coatings, table top displays of
glazing industry products and admission into
the Glass Expo Pacific Northwest™ ’16 trade
show and welcoming cocktail party taking place
concurrently.
The Architects’ Forum brings education and
resources to the architectural community. It has
seen tremendous growth since the first event was
held in 2008 in Grand Rapids, Mich. In fact, the
program has doubled in terms of the number of
presentations and learning opportunities.

The Program

Covering a range of topics, from insulating
glass to fire-rated glazing, the program is packed
with informative sessions, all designed specifically for architects. Scheduled presentations as of
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
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press time include:
• The Evolution of Glass &
High Performance Coatings,
presented by Guardian
Industries;
• Fire-Rated Glass & Framing
101, presented by Technical
Glass Products;
• Air Barrier Systems: Silicone
Solutions to Reduce Building
Air Infiltration, presented by
Dow Corning; and
• Intro to Dynamic Glazing
(102), presented by SageGlass.
(Note: Be sure and visit www.glassguides.com/forum
for additional presentations.)
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Architects’ Forum—a free,
daylong event for
architects—focuses on
changes and
developments in the world
of architectural glass and
provides CEUs.

Register Today!

The Architects’ Forum provides an ideal setting to learn about the continually advancing
glass and glazing industry. Network with your
peers and find new developments to apply to
your future projects. To learn more about the
event or to register visit
www.glassguides.com/forum. AGG
Ellen Rogers is the editorial director of the
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal magazine. Follow
her on Twitter @USGlass and like USGlass on
Facebook to receive updates.
Spring 2016

www.glassguides.com
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Continuing Education:

ike glass, metal can be an architect’s best friend.
Its durability, versatility and ability to be integrated with other materials provide endless possibilities for designers across all building sectors.
Consider checking out these continuing education courses to further your knowledge and earn
credits.

Course: Designing with Metal
Provider: Petersen Aluminum
Credits: 1 AIA LU/1 HSW Credit

This course discusses specific applications where
metal components are suited to particular building
systems or project goals. It examines the behavior
and qualities of the material and shares design considerations and tips for effective uses of metal.
Upon completion, participants should be able
to understand qualities of metal as they relate to
design and sustainability objectives, as well as
recognize different types of metal wall systems
and how they can contribute to the overall aes-

If you’re an architect, this
event is just for you.
June 2, 2016

Hyatt Regency Bellevue in
Bellevue, Wash. (suburban Seattle)
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Architectural Metals

thetic and performance goals of a building.
→ www.pac-clad.com

Course: Choosing Sustainable Finishes
Provider: Linetec
Credits: 1 AIA LU/1 HSW Credit

This sustainable design presentation covers the
informed selection of materials, products and
manufacturers to reduce environmental impacts
and improve building performance.
Participants will learn why aluminum is chosen
as a building product, as well as the sustainable
considerations of each aluminum finish: anodize,
PVDF paint and powder coat.
AAMA specifications and warranty information
of each finish type is discussed, as well as environmental considerations in choosing a coating applicator. The presentation concludes with how architectural finishing contributes to the United States
Green Building Council LEED rating system.
→ www.linetec.com AGG

What will you get from attending?

•Multiple Learning Units
•Complimentary Lunch
•Networking
•And much more!
Architects Forum is organized by the
Architects’ Guide to Glass & Metal
magazine and is a FREE
educational program designed
exclusively for architects.
*Not valid for industry suppliers.

Visit www.glassguides.com/forum to learn more.
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SEE US AT THE AIA SHOW
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The Last Word

We Asked, You Answered

I

On the importance of early involvement of the contract glazier…

T

nvolving all of the envelope contractors early in the detailing process establishes communication and increased coordination between trades. This results in identifying
unusual and tricky conditions, usually at transitions between dissimilar materials. I like
to be in the middle of that conversation to assure the design intent while maintaining the
integrity of the envelope. Because the majority of our designs incorporate skins comprised
primarily of glass, glazing contractors are typically our first call. This is additionally beneficial due to the tremendous impact that the glass selection has on the energy loads. The earlier we engage the glazing contractor to make informed decisions, the less conflict and
change we have later in the design and construction process.
—David M. Powell, Hastings Architecture Associates

he benefits of having a glazing contractor on a project early are
profuse. Not only can they help the owner to save money by minimizing material waste and identifying areas of high expense, but
they can also be a great resource when it comes to material selection and
detailing of complicated areas. If they are brought in on a design-assist
basis, they can help the architect save fees by shouldering much of the details
involving glass and metals. This can be one of the more important designassist relationships to a project with an abundance of glass and metals,
given the high visibility of the materials, and thus appropriateness of
correct detailing.
— Adrienne Miles Ciuba, Gresham, Smith and Partners

I

t’s important to get the subcontractors involved at the appropriate time in the process. I
don’t always say the earliest is the best, as the architect needs time to design the project
and discuss it with the owner. The reason I make that distinction is that while I do agree
with bringing in subcontractors early, once you have them on board, they often drive to solutions that are easiest and most cost-effective for them. So it’s important to keep your options
open until the design is settled enough. With that said, I think it’s important to get them
involved, because they will help with constructability, and it also depends on the level of architects’ expertise. There can also be a benefit of talking to multiple contactors in order to
make the right decision. There are different ways to bring in a contactor. Certainly, it
is helpful to have them on early rather than late, but there are times when the
architect needs to have the design settled enough first.
—Benedict Tranel, Gensler AGG
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Sapa Extrusio
on North America

SHAPING A
URE
GRE
EENER FUTU

Advanced aluminum extru
usion solutions for commercial co
onstruction
Today’s building designs require superior levels of expertise to
transform materials into effective solutions. For m
more than three
decades, Sapa has been providing extruded aluminu
um products for
leading commercial building and construction productss. Our advanced
engineering, world class design assistance, and un
nmatched global
production resources make Sapa a perfect partner for the industry.
From curtainwall components to storefront systtems or window
and door framing, strong, lightweight, and sustainable
e aluminum from
Sapa
p is the answer to today’s
y toughest
g
design
g challen
nges.
g

Aluminum and susttainability
ainability
• Aluminum is highly sustainable and supports LE E D credits
• Aluminum is 100% recyclable with high scrap
crap value
• Nearly 75% of all aluminum ever produced
d is still in use today
Contact us for more about Sapa and commercial
ercial construction:
NorthAmerica.Sales@sapagroup.com • (8
877) 710-7272

www
w.sapagr
p g oup.com/
p
NA
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re·li·a·ble
adjective
1. consistently good in quality or performance;
able to be trusted.

Reliable: When it comes to glass fabrication, the definition
of reliability is best illustrated by the combination of PPG
technology and its Certified Fabricator Network. Getting the very
best high performance glass you need, when you need it, within

your budget is what you should expect. But, what you get, in
addition, is a partner who doesn’t compromise your schedule or
your project’s timeline. A partner that stands with you—always—
no matter the size of the job; no matter the timeline.

Discover reliability and the other qualities that define the PPG Certified Fabricator Network at ppgideascapes.com/define.

PPG Certified Fabricator Network. Defining Dependability.
SEE US AT THE AIA SHOW
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